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Investigating the Impacts of IQ-Write Online Writing Program toward ESL Students’ Attitude and Interest in Learning Academic Writing

Noriah Ismail, Universiti Teknologi MARA, Malaysia
Supyan Hussin, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Malaysia
Saadiyah Darus, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Malaysia

Abstract: The study investigates the use of an online writing program known as IQ-Write program designed to help ESL students learn academic writing. This case study was conducted for a period of eight weeks among eighteen ESL Tertiary level students at Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM) Johor. The students were taking an ESL English proficiency course which includes an academic writing module. IQ-Write program is a supplementary online writing program which was developed based on the target students’ writing needs analysis. The program which contains an eight-unit online academic writing module uses the Learning Management System known as EDU 2.0. The research tools include a set of survey questionnaires, students’ interview questions, and a reflective journal. The findings indicate that the IQ-Write program helped to change the students’ perspective and negative attitude toward learning academic writing. Moreover, the program also enhanced the students’ interest toward writing academic essays which helped them to improve their academic writing ability.
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Introduction

In the context of education, online learning is rapidly growing in demand. This is due to the greater awareness of the importance of online learning for higher education. Cotterall (2004) claims that as more and more tertiary learners come with some knowledge in IT or technology, most traditional institutions struggle to implement a more advanced set of learning modules to accurately and successfully satisfy these unique educational needs. While not negating the importance in offering a quality classroom-based writing instruction, often some learning institutions can be governed by the mindset that believes that unless a student is sitting in front of a live writing instructor, he or she is not learning.

It takes a concerted effort on behalf of some writing instructors to break from the traditional mode of teaching and the familiar practice of spoon feeding the students with all the contents which then limit their thinking ability (Cotterall 2004; Yang 2010; Ismail, Safinas Albakri, and Mustapha 2014). A striking problem that needs to be looked into is that some ESL teachers tend to put aside the importance of students’ engagement and interest towards their writing activities and tasks (Peng 2010). Chuo (2007) reveals that one of the most prominent problems affecting students’ success in college academic compositions besides language areas difficulties are the students’ attitude towards their academic writing tasks. Studies found that many ESL tertiary level students view the academic writing instruction they received to be uninteresting and this leads to their lack of interest and negative attitudes toward the course (Nor AslahAdzmi 2009; Ismail, Singh, Elias, and Albakri 2015).

Review of Relevant Literature

The poor writing ability among ESL tertiary level students in Malaysia have been reported in various studies (AslahAdzmi, 2009; Ismail, Elias, Albakri, Perumal, and Muthusamy 2010). Recent studies conducted among students at Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM) for instance...
indicated that even though UiTM students are taught to write academic essays starting from the first semester, most students are unable to produce satisfactory academic essays and this has resulted in poor grades in English (Choo 2001; AslahAdzmi 2009; Ismail, Darus, and Supyan Hussin 2012; Ismail, Yoke, and Ismail 2015). Furthermore, the need to improve the students’ writing skill is even more profound as UiTM has the largest number of students compared to the other higher learning institutions in Malaysia with currently more than 100,000 students being enrolled every year. This is so as the university is the largest public university in Malaysia which consists of more than thirty campuses all over Malaysia.

A striking problem that needs to be looked into is that some ESL teachers tend to put aside the importance of students’ engagement and interest toward their writing activities and tasks. Studies reveal that one of the most prominent problems affecting students’ success in college academic compositions besides language areas difficulties are the students’ attitude towards their academic writing tasks (Ismail, Ismail, and Albakri, 2009; Chuo 2007). Presently, many ESL students view academic writing instructions to be dull and ineffective and are not interested to learn to write academic essays in class. This lack of interest as well as their negative attitude toward academic writing instruction has inhibited their writing progress (Ismail 2002; Ismail, Elias, and Albakri, 2006; Ismail and Albakri 2012). The results from the survey conducted among Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM) lecturers and students show that both parties agree that the lecture method to teach English is the least favored and effective (Peng, 2010). Thus, they proposed that a more individualistic attention and online dialogue interaction with their lecturer and peers be applied such as through an e-forum (Ismail, Singh, and Abu, 2013) or web blog (Ismail, Albakri, and Elias 2013).

The negative attitudes which persist during writing among UiTM students are also reported in several studies (Choo 2001; Adzmi 2009; Ismail, Hussin, and Darus 2012b; Ismail, Hussin, and Darus 2012c). A study conducted on 200 UiTM students revealed some negative attitudes displayed by the students during writing. For instance, when composing the students were quite lazy to think about their contents, edit or even revise. In other words, they simply write without much concern or due regard to their writing steps or process (Ismail, Elias, Albakri, Perumal, and Muthusamy 2010). This is especially so during exam time when most of them would simply write and produce only one draft without attempting to at least come up with a brief outline, even when encouraged to do so by their lecturers. The students’ lack of care when writing is evident when most of the students would simply turn in their essay after only one hour of writing, even though they were given two and a half hours to complete their essay. Consequently, many of the students often failed to score well for essay writing as their essay lacks of in-depth content and is usually full of errors (Choo, 2001; Ismail, Singh, Elias, and Albakri 2015). When questioned regarding their careless attitude, the students would say that they did not have much idea on what to write and felt the urge to leave the exam hall because they saw many of their friends do so. Such a negative attitude and lack of interest to write well have been reported in other studies regarding writing among tertiary students (Osman and Bakar 2009; Ismail, Albakri, Ismail, and Hussin 2014).

The need to present language learners with a positive language learning environment through stimulating and interesting language learning tools and activities is in line with the Affective Filter Hypothesis, which stresses that affective variables such as learners’ learning motivation and interest play a role in second language acquisition. Krashen (1981) posits that learners’ emotional state is like an adjustable filter that can hinder or pass input necessary to acquisition. According to Krashen (1981) this filter accounts for the success or failure of acquiring a second language (Larsen-Freeman and Long 1991). High affective filter hinders acquisition, whereas, low affective filter enhances it. Hence, second language learners with a low-level of anxiety are able to acquire the language and communicate it with more interest and confidence.
Significance of the Study

From the above discussion, it is evident that many ESL tertiary students have negative attitudes and lack of interest in writing particularly for academic writing. Hence, it is essential that the students are provided with the right writing instruction or module which is designed to cater to these particular writing problems and can enhance their writing interest (Ismail 2002; Ismail, Elias, Muthusamy, and Perumal 2014). Studies which focus specifically on the use of ESL online writing programs for tertiary level students are scarce (Ismail 2011; Ismail, Singh, Elias, and Albakri 2015). Chan and Han (2005, 2) stress that “In the Malaysian context, online learning which involves writing is therefore unsurprisingly still very much experimentation with researchers continually contributing to the effort of understanding what goes on in this new learning environment” and thus, focus should be placed upon this important field of study. In light of this, this study aims to investigate the use of a supplementary online writing program among tertiary level students in order to find out whether the online writing program designed for academic writing needs of the students is able to change their negative attitudes and increase their interest toward learning academic writing.

Research Objectives

The objectives of the research are:

a) To discover the students’ attitude regarding learning academic writing prior to and after their participation in IQ-Write Program

b) To analyze how IQ-Write program is able to enhance the students’ interest in learning academic essays which helped them to improve their academic writing ability.

Research Questions

This study intends to answer two research questions:

1) What are the students’ attitudes regarding learning academic writing prior to and after their participation in IQ-Write Program?

2) How can IQ-Write program enhance the students’ interest in learning academic essays?

Methodology

This research embarks on a case study which is mainly descriptive and qualitative in nature. Ashcroft and Palacio (1996, 11) justify this type of research as they maintain that there has been a “shift from respect for models of research based on scientific tradition of experimental and quasi-experimental toward qualitative, descriptive methods within naturalistic settings.”

The Participants

The participants were Diploma Part/Semester 3 students from Universiti Teknologi MARA Johor, Malaysia. There are two reasons why they were selected as the sample for this study. Firstly, it is due to accessibility as they were available to be involved in the study. Secondly, they were learning academic writing in a course known as BEL311 (English for Academic Purposes) which relates to this study. The students were categorized as intermediate group based on their test scores for Semester 2 General English language which is known as BEL 200 – Mainstream
English. Students enrolled in BEL 311 course have six credit hours of class. Two months before the IQ-Write program treatment, the students had learned BEL311 course for six hours using solely the prescribed textbook and the handouts provided by their instructor. Afterwards, the students received or participated in IQ-Write program treatment which lasted for eight weeks whereby, the students spent four hours learning BEL311 in the classroom and another two in the language lab using IQ-Write Program. In addition, the students were required to complete IQ-Write program module for four hours outside of class time autonomously.

**The Instructor**

The instructor has been teaching English as a second language for more than ten years and has had more than five years of teaching experience in BEL311 course. He obtained a master’s degree in English Language Studies and has some experience in CAI (computer-assisted instruction). His role in this research was to facilitate BEL311 students with the use of IQ-Write program module for learning academic writing.

**The Instruments**

The instruments used in this study include IQ-Write program, survey questionnaires, interview protocols, and the students’ reflective journal.

**a) IQ-Write Program**

IQ-Write program (see appendix A) is a supplementary online writing program for learning academic writing. IQ-Write program was designed based on a Framework for a Supplementary Online Writing Program developed by Noriah Ismail, Saadiyah Darus and Supyan Hussin (2012) which was derived from the previous needs analysis study conducted on ESL tertiary students learning academic writing course at Universiti Teknologi Mara Johor. The 4 main elements of the program are IQ-Write Online Composing Guide (IQ-WCG), IQ-Write Forum (IQ-WF), IQ-Write Blog (IQ-WB) and IQ-Write Links and Resources (IQ-WLR). IQ-Write program module was uploaded in a Learning Management System called EDU 2.0.

IQ-WCG is an online composing guide that consists of seven writing steps (See Appendix B). IQ-Write program participants need to follow the writing steps in a recursive manner as it employs the process writing approach. To help students during each of these writing steps, IQ-WCG comes with useful Guide Sheets and Tip Sheets which consist of important guides and tips related to the essential seven writing phases that IQ-Write participants had to go through. IQ-WCG had been tested on a group of BEL311 students in an experimental study conducted by Noriah Ismail, Supyan Hussin and Saadiyah Darus (2012b) and was found to be able to significantly enhance the students’ academic writing performance. The second important element of IQ-Write program is the IQ-WF which provides a platform for students to discuss their writing process and writing tasks. The forum topics and activities are structured and specified based on their assigned writing topics and the writing steps they have to go through when they used IQ-WCG. The program also has IQ-WB which provides students with posts on effective writing tips and sample essays. Students are required to follow IQ-WB posts and encouraged to respond to them. In addition, students have their own personal IQ-Write Blog which is used as a reflective journal to reflect on their writing process and activities, share their writing experiences as well as writing samples and activities with the other participants. Furthermore, students also make use of IQ-WLR which consists of various selected online writing links and materials that are recommended by experienced BEL311 lecturers. In this study, the participants had to make use of the four IQ-Write program elements for eight weeks.
b) Survey Questionnaire

The two sets of survey questionnaires used in this study were the preliminary and summative questionnaires. The questionnaires were first distributed to a sample of fifteen BEL311 students during the pilot study before they were deployed to the target subjects during the actual treatment of IQ-Write program. Preliminary questionnaire was used to gather the students’ background information as well as their interest and attitude toward writing in English especially academic writing. The summative questionnaire is meant to elicit the students’ attitude regarding writing and learning to write academic essays in BEL311 course after they had gone through IQ-Write program treatment.

c) Interview

In order to elicit substantial data for the study, an interview was also conducted among ten participants who were randomly chosen (from the eighteen students) and agreed to participate in the interview. This interview was conducted at the end of IQ-Write program treatment. The students were asked to describe their overall perception of the program for BEL311 course as well as their views regarding how IQ-Write program was able to affect their attitude and interest towards learning academic writing in comparison to the conventional way of learning to write academic essays before they had participated in the program.

d) Reflective Journal

Besides the questionnaire and interview, another means of collecting the data employed in this study was through the analysis of the students’ reflective journal entry from their personal IQ-WB. Students’ reflection is considered as an important element in the culmination of their thoughts and feelings regarding the use of IQ-Write program in learning academic writing for BEL311 students. Hallbach (1999) asserts that the students’ personal reflections in their journals or diaries which describe their thoughts or perceptions toward the course they participate provide important data which must be considered for course evaluation and improvement.

Research Procedures

At the beginning of the research project, Preliminary Survey Questionnaire was administered to the participants. During the IQ-Write program treatment, the students were required to complete IQ-Write program module which consists of eight units within the eight week treatment period. The students were required to spend two hours in the language lab and another four hours of their own time outside class for each unit. Each unit comprised some online learning activities including academic writing assignments and exercises which required the students to use the four important elements of the program which are IQ- WCG, IQ-WF, IQ-WB, and IQ-WLR. At the end of the program treatment, the students were required to reflect and post their thoughts on their attitude regarding writing and learning to write academic essays before and after they have participated in the program. In addition, ten of the participants were randomly chosen to answer the interview questions.

Results and Discussion

The findings revealed that IQ-Write program was able to change their negative to positive attitudes towards learning to write and increase their interest towards academic writing. Presented below are the results from the students’ interviews and reflective journals as well as Preliminary and Summative Questionnaires.
I) Interview

Below are some of the (unedited) excerpts illustrating the students’ responses for the interview question, “How does IQ-Write program affect your attitude towards writing in English, especially academic essays?” The data reveal that the students’ negative attitude toward learning to write academic essays in English (for BEL 311) have changed and improved after going through IQ-Write program for eight weeks:

S#01, L52-L56

Well this program has changed my negative attitude towards writing academic essays in English. If before I felt lazy and could not care less about getting better than B- now I feel I want to do better than that. Maybe because before I feel there is no hope to improve but now I feel I can do it because of the positive responses I got for my essays from my BEL lecturer recently.

S#04, L40-L42

I think I dislike writing academic essays because I often make a lot of mistakes and did not get good comments from the lecturer because I think not only my essays got many mistakes, but boring too. Now after this program I feel I have improved a bit and I think the lecturer have noticed this and that makes me feel better. Right now I am more interested to learn and have positive attitude for writing.

S#05, L39-L43

Well, you see… I used to feel dread when I have to write an essay. I felt fearful and often get stuck during writing so I dislike it. But this negative feeling and attitude slowly changed after the program…because I can now see clearly and understand better and follow the right way to improve my writing.

The data from the interview indicated that the students claimed their negative attitudes towards learning academic writing have changed to positive after their participation in the IQ-Write program. Before their involvement in this program, they were lazy and not interested to learn to write academic essays as they found the activity to be boring and difficult to do. However, IQ-Write program helped them to change their negative attitude towards academic writing and made them become more interested to write their essays as they find it easier to learn to write with the help of the program. In addition, they were also no longer lazy to edit or proofread their essays as the program guided them to be careful and critical when writing. Moreover, they also felt that the program helped them to enjoy learning to write academic essays.

i) To further inquire the ways IQ-Write program is able to improve the students’ attitude towards writing, they were asked to compare the two different means of learning to write in BEL311 class, with and without the program: “Can you compare the two different means of learning to write that you experienced in this class—without IQ-Write program and with the program?” The data elicited from this interview question revealed that the students clearly preferred learning to write via IQ-Write program as they found it to be more effective and interesting. Some of the students’ responses are shown in the (unedited) excerpts below:
I did not really enjoy learning to write in class before because personally I think it was not so interesting using the textbook and handouts…or even if we got to use the internet in class, as we were sometimes told to do that…it was not so interesting because no fun activities…with IQ-Write program it is much more exciting because of the forum and blog we use as well as the effective resources.

I think, well, before we just write manually you know…the lecturer discuss the points on the white board and use the textbook to teach, sometimes he gives some handouts which I personally think are not very effective…maybe because I find them boring and only do them because it is require of us. Most of the time, I just copy the answers from my friends. Now With IQ-Write we can learn online with this interesting program you know…and my mood totally changes because I love computers and learning writing online with this program. Yes, see…it has a good composing guide and other resources that make me like writing better too.

It was clear that when asked to compare the two different means of learning to write academic essays, with and without the use of IQ-Write program, the students claimed that they found learning to write academic essays in BEL311 with the program as a supplement is more interesting and effective and it has also helped to change their negative attitude towards academic writing to positive.

From the students’ (earlier) responses, it is evident that IQ-Write program had improved their attitude towards writing in English. Furthermore, it had resulted to a better interest and motivation towards learning to write in English, as illustrated in the (sample) data gathered from the interview question, “Do you think that learning to write online via IQ-Write program affect your interest or motivation to write in English? If so, how?”

Yes it affects my interest and motivation to write. Compared to before we just used the textbook and learning everything in class, so before participating in this program I felt so err…bored and not much motivated to write. Now with this program, I feel more like, you know…interested to learn to write because we no longer just depend on the textbook… but we have so many online tools which are interesting to use and help me to write better such as the IQ-WCG which is new and innovative way to approach writing.

The participants claimed that learning to write online via IQ-Write program helped to increase their interest and motivation to write in English. The program allowed them to learn to write academic writing more effectively through the use of its’ main elements. Furthermore, they also found the program to be enjoyable.

4.6.3 Preliminary and Summative Questionnaires

Under this section, the data obtained from two sets of questionnaires; Preliminary Questionnaire and Summative Questionnaire are discussed to further support the findings from the interview and reflective journals in order to answer the research question regarding the impacts of IQ-Write program on the students’ attitude toward writing in English. The frequency distributions of
positive responses to every item on the questionnaire were tabulated by collapsing the “Strongly Agree” and “Agree” responses on the Likert scale in the questionnaires.

Table 1: Respondents’ Perception on Their Attitude Regarding Writing and Learning to Write in English before and after IQ-Write Program Treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>Before Treatment</th>
<th>After Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. I think my writing is good.</td>
<td>28% (5)</td>
<td>72% (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. *Writing in English is a pleasant experience for me.</td>
<td>11% (2)</td>
<td>89% (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I love to write in English.</td>
<td>11% (2)</td>
<td>89% (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. *Writing in English is not difficult.</td>
<td>33% (6)</td>
<td>67% (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I like having the opportunity to write down and express my ideas in English.</td>
<td>44% (8)</td>
<td>56% (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. *Learning to write academic English is interesting.</td>
<td>44% (8)</td>
<td>56% (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. My lecturer reacts positively at my writing.</td>
<td>39% (7)</td>
<td>61% (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. *I often do not procrastinate when I have to write English essays because I do not get stuck while trying to write.</td>
<td>33% (6)</td>
<td>67% (12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Mean | 26% (6) | 74% (12) | 81% (16) | 19% (2) |

* Statement was reversed

Table 1 illustrates the respondents’ perception in terms of their attitudes towards writing in English before and after they were introduced to IQ-Write program. As shown from the data, there was a positive change in the students’ attitudes towards writing. This can be seen from the significant increase of the overall score of 55 percent toward positive writing attitude. After IQ-Write program treatment, the students who perceived that their writing was good increased sharply from 28 percent to 67 percent. This suggests that the students had positive attitude toward learning to write via IQ-Write program and that they were confident with their writing quality and ability after going through the course for eight weeks. Furthermore, the students who viewed writing as a pleasant experience also increased by 67 percent and that the percentage of those who loved to write rose to 50 percent from 39 percent to 89 percent after going through the program for eight weeks. The findings further support the study carried out by Chan, Ain Nadzimah, and Tan (2003) which shows that attitude toward the language may be linked to writing behavior.

Moreover, from the frequency distribution shown in Table 1, the number of students who regarded writing in English as not a difficult task with the help of IQ-Write program increased substantially from 33 percent to 72 percent. Moreover, it was apparent that IQ-Write program reinforced the students’ positive attitude toward writing. This was evident from the significant increase of 56 percent in the percentage of the participants who felt that learning to write academic English as interesting and that they liked having the opportunity to write down or express their ideas in English after having experienced learning to write via IQ-Write. In addition, there was a great change in the students’ responses regarding the reactions of their
lecturer toward their writing with an increase of 50 percent reported to receive positive comments for their essays with the help of IQ-Write program.

Another aspect that promoted positive change in the students’ writing attitude was that more students no longer procrastinated when it comes to writing their English essays; the number of students who admitted that they did not procrastinate to write their essays because they no longer get stuck or have writers’ block increased from 33 percent to 83 percent.

Table 2: Respondents’ Perception on Their Attitude Regarding Learning and Writing Academic Essays before and after IQ-Write Program Treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>Before Treatment</th>
<th>After Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How do you perceive learning and writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Interesting and fun</td>
<td>33% (6)</td>
<td>100% (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Dull and uninteresting</td>
<td>67% (12)</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Difficult</td>
<td>56% (10)</td>
<td>11% (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Not difficult</td>
<td>44% (8)</td>
<td>88% (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Effective</td>
<td>39% (7)</td>
<td>100% (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Not effective</td>
<td>61% (11)</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Important</td>
<td>67% (12)</td>
<td>100% (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) Unimportant</td>
<td>33% (6)</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 demonstrates the participants’ perceptions regarding learning and writing academic essays for BEL 311 before and after they were introduced to IQ-Write program. In this table, the negative worded statements are reversed to positive ones as according to Singleton and Straits (2005) this should be done for data presentation in order to conform to the same direction.

As can be seen from the data, there was a positive change in the students’ attitudes and perceptions. This is evident from the significant differences in the percentages; after the treatment all of the students (100%) claimed that learning and writing academic essays were more interesting and fun, 88 percent of them stated that it was not difficult, all of them (100%) agreed that it was more effective and important.

To further strengthen the data regarding the participants’ positive views regarding the program’s effectiveness, they were asked to provide their perception of IQ-Write program as a whole. Generally, the findings revealed that the participants’ view IQ-Write program as a very good supplementary online writing program particularly for learning ESL academic writing. From the data provided, it can be seen that all of the students were satisfied with the program as they viewed it to be suitable with their level and needs (100%), helpful and effective (100%), as well as interesting (100%) in a sense that the features and interface were not only attractive but were also reliable and easy to use. These findings seem to concur with the another study in which the researchers Gau, Hermanson, Logar, and Smerek (2003) found that students’ favorable views and conviction of an online writing program’s effectiveness help to reinforce their positive attitude toward it and in turn motivate them to be actively engaged in the program which subsequently enhances their writing attitude and quality as well.

Finally, the result in the survey shows that many of the participants (88.8%) agree to promote the program to their other friends who did not participate in the program. The respondents claimed that were willing to do so as they were confident with the usefulness of IQ-Write program in improving their learning and writing in English.

Generally, the findings indicated some positive views regarding the use of IQ-Write program. The results show that the program has essentially changed the students’ negative
feelings and attitudes toward learning to write academic writing. The importance of learners’
attitude and interest toward online learning is also highlighted in Chan and Ain Nadzimah (2004)
who stress that learner motivation and attitude play important roles in shaping writing behavior.

Moreover, IQ-Write Program’s participants also favor the use of the program as all of them
were convinced that it is suitable to their writing level and needs, is effective and interesting to
use. In fact, they felt that they were fortunate to gain the opportunity to participate in the program
were willing to recommend it to their friends who have not gotten a chance to be involved in this
program so that they too can benefit from it. This is in line with the finding in Ranjit Kaur and
Amin Embi (2008) whereby, the TESL students from UKM who participated in the course
Learning Management System known as Virtual Learning System (VLS) “expressed gratitude
and considered themselves lucky and fortunate that they had been given the opportunity and
experience to become online learners as they knew this was the trend in the future” (Kaur and
Embi 2008, 7).

Conclusion

The findings of the study relates to the changes of IQ-Write program participants’ attitudes in
regards to academic writing. The data showed that the students’ negative attitude toward learning
to write academic essays in English (for BEL 311) had changed and improved after going
through IQ-Write program for eight weeks. This finding lend further support to a number of
previous studies (Chuo 2007; Yih and Nah 2009; Fang 2010) of which the students had favorable
views regarding web-enhanced writing program and felt that it has changed their negative
attitudes toward writing. Hence, the striking findings in this study lead to the conviction that ESL
tertiary students need a suitable and effective supplementary online writing program such as IQ-
Write program which can foster their interest in writing and change their negative attitude toward
learning to write academic essays. Other empirical studies have also revealed that students pose
an overall positive attitude toward learning if they are given the opportunity to experience an
effective and interesting web-based language learning environments (Ismail, Albakri, Ismail, and
Hussin 2014; Ismail et al. 2015) including those which focuses on the writing skill such as the
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